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Hello Tony,
When we came home we ran into a
week of real challenge. witnessed
courage beyond all that I could ever
muster as I watched our friend Mary,
pass away I felt

such shame, guilt,

anger all wrapped up in a fresh sense
of inspired determination. I felt
shame at sometimes complaining about
the small things in

my life. I felt

guilt at not always using my talents or
seizing opportunities that I should,
dithering or becoming distracted what is the worst that could happen if
it goes wrong?

Anger - all those

This 52 year old Mother

bigots, racists and Xenophobes, the

and grandmother, who

Child molesters, the thieves and the

served her family, loved

drug dealers who contribute nothing

hugely, danced and

positively to the lives of others -

laughed loudly - was

they deserve to take her place.

gracious at the end of

However, what an inspiration she was.

her journey. I hope to

When dying was all that was left she

have that kind of

faced it squarely, and found time to

courage at the end but

give a word of encouragement before

I'm inspired today to

fading away.

live my life to its full
measure and let no man
diminish that effort.

Seven lied - it's not a case of no smoke without fire.
and you continue to support her.

She lied

There's no wriggle room

Tony, no analytic semantics, no " She was treated badly" she just
flat out lied. I owe it to Mary and Sheila ( see attached) to be
who I am and ignore those who make a positive contribution to
nobody's lives.

You cannot be a disciple of anything until you can discern what's
true. I am not sure where you get you info about me from, but
if you have found out what I did in the military you would
understand that if I meant Seven any harm, she wouldn't be
around 12 years later to tell the stories she does.

You also will

learn of my first career - I certainly would have had no
difficulty handling Miss Pahne in a word fight - Yes I was a
Lawyer Tony. Now if you really wanted to stitch a story
together those two juicy titbits would have flavoured the pot.
However, as I have always said. Its about Seven ., not the
truth.

I had four more web sites write to me telling me that

they debunked Seven years ago.

The interesting spin this time is

they believe that the two of you work for the Government....well
fancy that!

Listen out for Ricki...my show is up for an award by

the way.
Amazing how kind people are when you offer something authentic...
Richard

